## Oquirrh Hills Citizenship Grade Rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engagement</th>
<th>Responsibility</th>
<th>Respect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consistently...</strong></td>
<td><strong>Consistently...</strong></td>
<td><strong>Consistently...</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **H** Honors | • Consistently provides positive leadership  
• Consistently takes part in class activities  
• Consistently has materials for class  
• Does not talk out in class appropriately | • Consistently practices a high degree of self-control  
• Consistently stays on task without monitoring  
• Consistently on time to class  
• Consistently turns in work  
• Consistently turns in assignments on time | • Consistently helps others when ask by the teacher  
• Consistently works well with others  
• Consistently treats others with respect  
• Consistently contributes equally in group activities  
• Never uses profanity |
| **S** Satisfactory | • Usually provides positive leadership  
• Usually takes part in class activities  
• Usually has materials for class  
• Rarely talks out in class appropriately | • Usually practices a high degree of self-control  
• Usually stays on task without monitoring  
• Usually on time to class  
• Usually turns in work  
• Usually turns in assignments on time | • Usually helps others when ask by the teacher  
• Usually works well with others  
• Usually treats others with respect  
• Usually contributes equally in group activities  
• Rarely if ever uses profanity |
| **N** Needs Improvement | • Sometimes provides positive leadership  
• Sometimes takes part in class activities  
• Sometimes has materials for class  
• Sometimes talks out in class appropriately | • Sometimes practices a high degree of self-control  
• Sometimes stays on task without monitoring  
• Sometimes late to class  
• Sometimes turns in work  
• Sometimes turns in assignments on time | • Sometimes helps others when ask by the teacher  
• Sometimes works well with others  
• Sometimes treats others with respect  
• Sometimes contributes equally in group activities  
• Sometimes uses profanity |
| **U** Unsatisfactory | • Rarely provides positive leadership  
• Rarely takes part in class activities  
• Rarely has materials for class  
• Always talks out in class inappropriately | • Rarely practices a high degree of self-control  
• Rarely stays on task without monitoring  
• Rarely on time to class  
• Rarely turns in work  
• Rarely turns in assignments on time | • Rarely helps others when ask by the teacher  
• Rarely works well with others  
• Rarely treats others with respect  
• Rarely contributes equally in group activities  
• Uses profanity |

Students will be given the opportunity to improve their citizenship grade through exemplary behavior. After discussing his/her behavior with the teacher, a student can improve his/her citizenship by demonstrating near-perfect behavior (no tardies, shout-outs, off-task, disrespectful or unsafe behavior, etc.)

*Individual citizenship grading requirements may vary according to each teacher’s disclosure addendum.*